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The 33rd Kerrisdale Scouts Group 2022 Annual Report

Introduction
SCOUTING ACROSS CANADA AND THE WORLD
Scouting is a global youth movement that builds friendships, experiences, and skills for
life, shaping young people's futures as active citizens. More than 500 million young
people and adults have joined and experienced Scouting's non-formal education since
it was founded in 1907. Today, the Scout Movement is active in 172 National Scout
Organizations with over 57 million participating youth. They are supported by millions
of dedicated volunteers, taking part in Scouting activities and events worldwide.
Scouting’s vision is to be the world’s leading educational youth movement, enabling young people to be
active citizens who create positive change in their communities and around the world.

As a part of the World Scout Movement, Scouts Canada is the country’s leading
co-ed youth organization, offering programming for children and youth aged 5-26.
With over 50,000 youth participating across the country, in multiple languages and
reflecting Canada’s multicultural landscape, kids and youth in Scouts chart their
own path of discovery. Supported by a dedicated team of over 12,000 volunteers
who collectively donate over two million hours of their time, these youth build
resilience and skills through a variety of fun experiences, outdoor adventures and

contributions to their community. In Scouts Canada’s programs, youth are provided with the opportunity
to grow, challenge themselves and experience countless firsts.

THE 33RD KERRISDALE SCOUTING GROUP
The 33rd Kerrisdale Scouts Group was started in the winter of 1999 at the St. Matthias & St. Luke (now
St. Titus) Anglican Church, which provided the space for the regular Scout meeting every Saturday. It
started out with only 22 Cubs but grew to a peak of 165 members, with a full complement of 5 sections
from the Beaver Colony to the Rover Crew.

Scouting is a skill building program where skills for ethical leadership are built in small steps that
nurture the development of a member's sense of responsibility for his or her choices and their effects
on others. As such, the skills for ethical leadership are built much the same way as members build their
knotting skills: First by learning simple knots like a clove hitch or a square knot, then building on those
skills as they learn to lash and ultimately build a large structure such as a monkey bridge.

www.scout33.org
https://www.facebook.com/33ScoutGroup/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/108292294@N05/albums

Mission Statement

The 33rd Group emphasizes the importance of life outside the classroom. Our mission is leadership
development. We want to graduate motivated learners, problem solvers, effective communicators and

responsible young adults who are ready to make a real difference in the community.
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Group Commissioner’s Report
Year 2022 was full of challenges and changes, with the covid-19 still lingering, different sections had to
adopt different strategies in order to run our quality Scouting program. Looking at our photos on
Facebook, I realized we have had so many fun and exciting activities that we have enjoyed in the past
year! I am really proud of our leaders’, parents’ and members’ dedication to the Scout program! In fact,
we are one of the most successful groups in the Pacific Coast Council. Well done everyone!

33rd Group’s Six Major Focuses

To maintain the high standard of the 33rd Scout Group, here are six major factors that we focus on:

1) Strong Group Core Team Leadership

The Core Team working on the 33rd Scout Group’s administration is an integral part of what makes
the Group work well. While the youth are enjoying the activities, there is much work involved behind
the scenes. The Core Team sets the direction and weighs decisions for the whole group.

2) Strong Section Leadership Teams

Scouters / Leaders are the frontline volunteers who carry out the program. They teach and guide
our section members and, needless to say, this leadership team forms the backbone of the 33rd
Group. Our 33rd Scouters / Leaders come from a diversity of professions and most of us have had
a rich experience in Scouting.

3) Quality Program

The 33rd Group emphasizes the importance of learning outside the classroom. Our program has a
good balance of outdoor activities, Scouting skills, science knowledge, nature exploration,
community-service, and development of problem-solving skills tailor-made to the age range of each
section. Our program helps youth gain confidence in themselves while they learn many useful skills,
including but not limited to first aid, shelter making, camping, cooking and leadership.

4) Communication and Parent Involvement

Communication is key for any successful organization. We focus on using e-mail and WhatsApp as
our main communication channels. Our Facebook Page has been up and running with the latest
activity updates. My email is stephen.yip@scout33.org and I am always open to suggestions. If you
have any ideas or comments, do not hesitate to approach me or any other leaders during the
regular meetings.

5) FUN

Scouting is not just about work, training and responsibilities, another very important element is FUN!
Research shows that when fun stops, learning often stops too! Everyone in the 33rd can enjoy the
FUN brought by different kinds of Scouting events and group activities.
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6) Discipline

Aristotle said ”He/She who cannot be a good follower, cannot be a good leader”. We aim at
developing a good disciplined environment within our group and maintaining a positive attitude
among the youth.  I would like to thank all of the leaders, committee members and parent helpers
young and old, for dedicating their time, leading the youth and setting good examples in our group.
Our volunteers are what makes the group great and fun for the young people, they provide all the
resources, support and encouragement in doing the best to help the group grow.

The 33rd Scout Group will continue to nurture our members to reach their full potential and follow our
mission statement, training them to be leaders of the future!

Last but not least, let me share a quote from the founder of Scouting:

“A week of camp life is worth six months of theoretical teaching in the meeting room.” - Lord B.P.

Ste���n Y��, Gro�� ���mi����ner
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Group Youth Commissioner’s Report
The 2021-2022 Scouting year has been nothing short of promising. It has been an absolute blast,
witnessing each section – the Beaver Colony, the Cub Pack, the Scout Troop, the Venturer Company,
and the Rover Crew – take on new challenges and explore new fronts. Especially due to a new Group
Commissioner, Sct. Stephen Yip, this was a year of change and innovation.

With the COVID-19 pandemic (mostly) behind, regular weekly meetings were back in-person – at St.
Titus Church – for the first time in over a year. Furthermore, camps, outings, and various other activities
were now possible (without restriction) once again. The year’s fall camp was held at Camp Summit in
October of 2021; this was the first group camp since before the pandemic, and it was an amazing
opportunity for connections and bonding between sections to be established. The next group event, the
2021 Annual Dinner, was held in November, and similar to the fall camp, this was also the first one
since before the pandemic. With far less COVID restrictions in the 2021-2022 year, so many of our
traditional group gatherings – which had to be canceled in prior years – were once again taking place;
and they have all been amazing events where our group could come together and friendships were
created, celebrations were done, insights were made, etc..

Another positive change for our 33rd group was the introduction of the Scout Troop Air Program. With
it, our Scouts (in the Scout Troop) were now learning to fly planes from professionals in aviation:
something which had not been done previously in our group. The Scouts were committed to learning
about the theory of flight, the science behind the aircraft, and even going on outings to visit hangars to
further inquire on the subject. I am incredibly proud of the troop section for tackling this new skill area,
which even I, as a Scout, had never done before! And of course, thank you and well done to the troop
leaders, for making this all possible for them.

The other sections should not be counted out, either. The Beaver Colony explored several topics
throughout the year, such as technology, emergency skills, beavers in Canada, etc.; the Cub Pack did
similarly, training skills such as knotting, compass and map usage, and hiking; and the Venturer
Company oriented the year on project management and event-planning once again, organizing and
leading and organizing their own activities such as their Winter Camp at Tynehead Regional Park, car
wash fundraiser, movie fundraiser, and final canoe trip in August in pursuit of the prestigious Duke of
Edinburgh Award.

As mentioned, the 2021-2022 scouting year fostered tremendous (positive) change in our group: new
group commissioner, new group youth commissioner, in-person meetings for the first time in over a
year, new programs, new activities – the list goes on! It has been an absolute thrill to watch it all unfold
before my eyes, and I am even more excited to see further achievements in 2022-2023.

Ad�i�� Ch��, Gro�� ��u�h �����s�i���r
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Section Reports & Photos
THE BEAVER COLONY
Beaver Scouts open the door for a child (ages 5 - 7) to discover the world. It is filled with a little bit of
everything – outdoor activities, games, music and sports. Along the way, Beaver Scouts meet new
friends, learn cooperation and teamwork and develop self-confidence.

Beaver Colony Leader Report
For this beaver year (2021-2022) we were so grateful to finally be able to meet in person again, while
following group safety protocols. We saw many new and old faces, while having the chance to do a
number of fun activities, such as the fall camp, visiting the pumpkin patch, zoo sleepover, Jurassic
Quest and Rock Climbing! One highlight this year was the Beaveree, where we were able to meet other
beavers from different Scout groups while doing Olympic related activities.

For our “White Tail Council” this year we had 6 beavers: Celeste Yu, Emma Chiang, Hailey Chan,
Lincoln Kwan, Matthew Lo and Skylar Lo. The White Tail Council is made up of our oldest Beavers,
they help offer suggestions to the leaders as well as help the younger Beavers with their activities.

This year it was nice to see the Beavers create friendships throughout the meeting. We were also super
excited to do camps and kind of “go back to normal.” Since we were online many beavers and leaders
had to re-learn our usual routine. Everyone did an amazing job getting back into the groove of things!

I would like to give a big thank you to the Colony Scouters that worked so hard to make this year so
great, from planning the meetings to going on the camping trips with us! Also, I would like to thank our
Colony Parents who help support us by sending the Beavers to participate in our activities!

Cha���� Ng, Be�v�� Co��n� S��ti�� L�a��r

Beaver Colony Activity Photos
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Beaver Colony Group Photo

Colony Section Leader: Charlie Ng

Assistant Colony Leaders: Andrew Wong, Kevin Yu, Nathan Kwok, Sonia Li, Stephen Yip,
Tammy Lam, Vivien Leung

Junior Assistant Colony Leaders: Alex Cheng, Olivia Wong, Vincent Fu
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THE CUB PACK
With the Cub motto of "Do Your Best" front and centre, Cub Scouts (ages 8 -10) are encouraged to try
new and more challenging activities. Learning important first aid skills, paddling a canoe for the first
time, or leading a game at camp will open the door for Cubs to try other adventures they never thought
possible.

Cub Pack Leader Report

In the 2021-2022 Scouting year, the Pack Section had 26 Cubs and 7 Scouters, making for lots of
energy at every meeting and outing. We had so many new members joining the Pack Section this year,
all of whom were taken under the wing of our senior Cubs.

In the fall, the Pack hit the ground running with several fun outings, including a hike at Cypress
Mountain and dragon boating at False Creek. In October, the Cubs also had a lot of fun in our fall group
camp at Camp Summit, where they got to break a sweat in archery, rock climbing, mountain biking, and
more. We ended off the month with a fun Halloween outing to the Hazelmere Pumpkin Patch, where the
Cubs got to see farm animals, run tirelessly through a corn maze, and pick out their own pumpkin.

In November, the Cubs had gotten familiar with one another and started forming bonds in their Sixes.
The new Cubs got invested and older Cubs started testing for badges. The Cubs learned how to read a
map and use a technical compass in a session led by Scouter Trevor. We also had a food-focused day
where the Cubs learned about healthy eating and practiced cooking by making their own onigiri rice
balls. We also went on another hike at Rice Lake and joined the Group Annual Dinner. In the month of
December, the Pack program was filled with festive activities, including a Christmas wreath craft,
Christmas cookie decoration, and skating at Hillcrest.

Unfortunately at the start of 2022, pandemic conditions worsened so regular meetings were moved to
Zoom. In these Zoom meetings, we learned about winter camping skills and had several Seeonee
Award project presentations by several of our third-year Cubs. We also joined the Pacific Coast Council
(PCC)’s Virtual Camp, which we’ve done before in the pandemic the previous year. Each Cub was
delivered their own craft kit to work on independently, while there were also live sessions for sharing. In
between the Zoom meetings, we also fit in a snow tubing outing at Cypress, as well as a litter cleanup
at Oak Park, led by one of our Cubs, Alan Ye.

Heading into the spring, the Pack spent several consecutive Saturdays on their Kub Kars, led by
Scouter Ed. Each Cub was given their own block of wood to design, carve, smoothen, and paint. After
weeks of hard work, the Cubs competitively raced their Kub Kars on a track in the church; some of our
Cubs also competed in the PCC Kub Kar Race and won awards!

During spring break, the sixers and six-seconds went on an outing that they had planned and executed
all by themselves. Our eight third-year Cubs made a splash at Watermania and had dinner together at
The Old Spaghetti Factory.

As the weather got warmer, the Pack also did a nature stroll around Maplewood Flats, ran 10km in the
Sun Run, and went biking around Tisdale Park. In between several Saturdays of camp prep and tent
building, we also squeezed in an educational tour of Van Dusen Garden and a first try at
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paddleboarding around Granville Island. We ended off the year with a very unique summer camp at the
Greater Vancouver Zoo, where we had both campfire and roaring lions in the nighttime.

The 2021-2022 was tremendously successful for the Pack, as we got to squeeze in so many unique
outings, educational activities, and community service projects led by our Seeonee Award third-year
Cubs. The Pack Scouters were very proud to see new members learn so quickly and see senior Cubs,
many of whom we’d known since Beavers, become great leaders amongst their peers. As the Pack
Section Scouter, I sincerely thank all the Pack Scouters and parent volunteers, who contributed so
much to making every Saturday possible.

Sar�� ���g, Cub ���� ��c�i�� L�ad��

Cub Pack Activity Photos
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Cub Pack Group Photos

Pack Section Leader “Akela”: Sarah Wong

Assistant Pack Leaders: Charlie Ng, Edward Chan, Eleanor Chow, Myron Tan, Thomas Wai,

Trevor Lau
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THE SCOUT TROOP
Scouts (ages 11 - 14) enjoy outdoor adventures like mountain biking, rock climbing and camping while
working together with other young people to accomplish exciting challenges.

Scout Troop Leader Report

The spirit of the Scouting movement came back in full force in the 2021-2022 year, and the leadership
team decided to really push the envelope on activities to welcome the return to normal activities.  We
decided to divide the year into 3 distinct themes, each celebrating a different aspect of adventure and
outdoorsmanship.  In the summer leading up the Scouting year, a group of leaders underwent sailing
training in order to launch a sea program for the first time this year.

We started the scouting year focusing on our land program, with an emphasis on reconnecting with the
fundamentals of outdoorsmanship.  We visited Camp Summit outdoor development centre in October,
and spent a wonderfully rainy weekend working on team building, navigation and cooking skills.

In the first part of 2022, we turned our attention to the air program, for which we partnered with the
Canadian Flight Centre.  We learned about the structure of airplanes, theory of flight and navigation,
and also some basic rules of aviation.  Each Scout was able to use the school’s sophisticated flight
simulator to safely experience the thrill of flying an airplane.  Scouts were also invited to participate in a
short flight under the supervision of a qualified instructor.

Following this adventure, we commenced our sea program, which covered basic water safety and
navigation skills, operation of a small boat in the ocean, and procedures to follow in the event of a water
emergency.  This trip culminated in a trip to Vancouver Island to take a full sized sailboat out in the
open ocean under the supervision of an experienced skipper.

Ian H����r�o�, Sco�� ���op �����on L���e�

Scout Troop Activity Photos
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Scout Troop Group Photo

Troop Section Leader: Ian Henderson

Assistant Troop Leaders: Andrew Wong, David Dong, Jian Mao, Martin Kwok, Nathaniel Leung,
Raymond Yee, Stephen Yip
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THE VENTURER COMPANY
Venturer Scouts (ages 15 - 17) learn to nurture an active, healthy lifestyle, acquire the knowledge and
skills for career development and participate in thrilling outdoor adventures.

Venturer Company President’s Report
The Venture Company faced and overcame many challenges as a team and learned countless skills
together this year. From planning camps, budgeting, program planning, to everyone’s favourite – foot
drills, we have all found ways to work together while having fun in each other’s Company.

With many moving-up Scouts this year, the main goal of the Co-Presidents was to ensure our company
felt comfortable with each other. This meant allowing each individual to express their concerns and
needs. Additionally, we also encouraged the Company to create their own goals for the year, from the
activities we plan, awards they will be working towards, and individual goals like completing a set
amount of badges or learning a certain skill when planning an activity.

Planning is one of the main things the Company has done this year, whether it’s planning small game
days, or our Duke of Edinburgh Award (DEA) camp trips that they spend lots of time putting together
throughout the year. Not only do these skills help the Company with future projects and adventures,
they also help them outside of the conference room. The Company has learned vital life skills like
budgeting using Microsoft Excel, menu planning, the importance of time management, and much more.

One of the Company’s goals for the year was to work towards their DEA. The members split up to plan
two different expedition camps, a bike trip, and a canoe trip. The canoe trip team planned and executed
a two-day canoe trip at Stave Lake for their DEA, as well as a separate practice trip at Pitt Lake. They
navigated themselves through Stave Lake for six hours each day and camped over two days. The bike
trip cycled to Cultus Lake and back for their qualifying trip, and from the Kerrisdale Arena to
Woodwards Landing for their practice trip, with a few of the Scouts along for the ride. They learned to
mentor and work with the Scouts throughout the planning and execution of the trip.

The Company is known to sit through countless planning meetings and never leave that conference
room at the church, however, they have actually learned an abundance of other different skills and
gotten the chance to bond with each other. At the group fall camp at Camp Summit, the company
participated in fun minigames, high ropes, mountain biking, and other activities the camp led. Despite
getting soaked, they were able to help each other out and make a soggy situation fun together.
Moreover, the company learned how to chop wood with an axe and hatchet and start a fire in the snow
at winter camp. They refreshed their skills surviving in the freezing cold and set up their tents in pouring
snow together, waking up with piles of snow sitting in front of their tents in the morning. Aside from
camps, the company loved to work together in escape rooms, go on rainy hikes together, and more!

Without a doubt, the Venturer Company has grown a lot this year. Throughout the various activities held
during the year, everyone in the Company had the chance to develop their organization, planning, and
teamwork skills, paving the way for them to become future leaders of the community.

Oli��� Wo�g, Ven����r Co���n� P��si���t
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Venturer Company Activity Photos
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Venture Company Group Photo

Venturer Company Co-Presidents: Moon Liu, Olivia Wong

Company Section Advisors: Nelson Fu (in charge), Derek Dong, Eleanor Chow, Irene Chen,
Martin Kwok, Stephen Yip
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THE ROVER CREW
Rover Scouts (ages 18 - 26) participate in adventurous activities like mountain climbing or white water
rafting. Helping in their local communities Rover Scouts run service activities such as food drives, park
clean-ups and tree plantings. They act in leadership roles with younger Scouting Sections

Rover Crew Report

The Rover Section is called a “Crew”, similar to a boat or airplane crew, Rover Scouts work together in
a team, exploring ways to contribute as members of their community. Because of their extensive
Scouting experience and learned maturity, Rover Scouts are held to a very high standard and are
frequently called upon to take on leadership positions.

This year’s Crew, comprised of 9 members, helped extensively in every Section, planning and
executing various programs and activities for members in the Colony, Pack, Troop, and Company
Sections. Our close bond allowed us to start the year off strong. Our first event of the year was a hotpot
dinner, where we used the time together to plan for the rest of the year. As the year progressed, the
Rovers helped the Leadership Team and youth members in adjusting back to in-person meetings,
ensuring the safety and quality of each Sections’ programs.

Highlights of the Rover program include a rainy hike around Lynn Headwaters Regional Park, and a
two-day overnight expedition to Half Moon Beach. Both of these outings were physically and mentally
demanding challenges—although trail conditions were rough and the weather was brutal, each Rover
pushed themself to overcome each obstacle.

The Rover Crew is very thankful for the support of Parents and the Leadership Team. We look forward
to the next Scouting Year and continue with Scouting in the hopes that every single youth will have the
chance to experience the joys of exploring nature, connecting with other like-minded youth, and making
a difference in their community.

Nat��� Kw��, Rov�� ���ef
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Rover Crew Photos

Rover Crew Knights: Charlie Ng, Erica Lau, Sarah Wong,

Rover Crew Squires: Andrew Wong, Myron Tan, Nathan Kwok, Nathaniel Leung, Sonia Li,
Trevor Lau

Rover Crew Advisor: Mandy Louie, Martin Kwok, Thomas Wai
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Group Leadership Team & Photos
Volunteer Leaders have provided generations of Canadian youth with a first opportunity to sleep in a
tent, to experience leadership and to build self-reliance and self-confidence. Volunteer dedication,
resourcefulness and enthusiasm are vital to Scouting. The 33rd Group’s leadership team in 2021-2022
was composed of 28 dedicated individuals who have a passion for service and working with youth. This
team is the backbone of the 33rd Group, with many having grown up within the Group’s own program
and choosing to pass on their positive experiences to the next batch of learners.

Leadership Team Activity Photos
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Leadership Team Group Photo

Leadership Andrew Wong, Charlie Ng, David Dong, Derek Dong, Edward Chan, Eleanor Chow,
Team: Ian Henderson, Irene Chen, Jian Mao, Jonathan Tang, Kevin Yu, Mandy Louie,

Martin Kwok, Myron Tan, Nathan Kwok, Nathaniel Leung, Nelson Fu, Peter Ng,
Raymond Yee, Sarah Wong, Sonia Li, Stephen Yip, Tammy Lam, Thomas Wai,,
Timothy Chow, Trevor Lau, Vivien Leung, William Ng

Leadership Team Awards

Medal for Good Service: Jonathan Tang, Kevin Yu, May Fu, Thomas Wai

10-Year Service Pin: Irene Chen, Mandy Louie, Nelson Fu, Timothy Chow

5-year Service Pin: Lubin Liou, Tammy Lam
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Section Awards & Achievements
BEAVER COLONY AWARDS

Lodge of the Year White Lodge: Benjamin Woo, Emma Chiang, Leo Lo, Matthew Yip,
Sidney Hills

Beavers of the Year Emma Chiang, Lincoln Kwan

North Star Award Emma Chiang, Lincoln Kwan

CUB PACK AWARDS

Six of the Year Blue Six: Abraham Cheng (Sixer), Ayden Chan (Six-Second), Allison
Jang, Cassidy Ageson-Baxter, Chloe Chan, Jocelyn Mo, Lucas Chan

Cub of the Year Abraham Cheng

Seeonee Award Abraham Cheng, Alan Ye, Drew Mak, Julian Sun,
Markus Kwan, Michael Tsang, Taylor Wong

SCOUT TROOP AWARDS

Patrol of the Year Wolf Patrol: Alex Cheng (PL), Audrey Wai (APL), Christophe Yu,
James Wai, Joshua Chong, Louis Iv, Preston Yu

Scout of the Year Alex Cheng

Chief Scout’s Award Ayden Lee, Forrest Tong

VENTURER COMPANY AWARDS

Venturer of the Year Adrian Chen, Olivia Wong

Queen’s Venturer Award Adrian Chen

Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award, Bronze

Amy Duan
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Support Team
Group Secretary Mabel Ser

Group Treasurer Tracy Tai

Company Treasurer Vincent Fu

Bank Signatories May Poon, Ruby Tang

Group Registrar Ivy Li

Group Auditors Charles Lee, Winnie Chan

Group Committee May Fu, Lubin Liou,

Group Quartermaster David Dong

Web Team Eleanor Chow, Irene Chen, Jonathan Tang

Colony Parent Administration Team Fiona Wong, Vivien Leung

Pack Parent Administration Team Elaine Chan, Nancy Kwan, Tracy Chin

Troop Parent Administration Team Dora Tsang, Hazel Chan, Jack Xin, Joanna Wong,
Winnie Chan

Pack Badge Testing Team Karen Lee, Kevin Chan, Tim Wong

Uniform Accessories Coordinator Kun Wang

Annual Group Award Ceremony Organizer Stephen Yip

Group Photographer Thomas Wai

Annual Report Preparation Sean Martinez
cover design by Spencer Sun

Sun Run Coordinator Echo Lau
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Auditor’s Report & Financial Statements
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Special Thanks

Osoyoos Produce
5723 Victoria Drive
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